Department of Language and Literature: Telugu Language & Literature
Programme Outcome:
Telugu is offered as another language for all the Undergraduate Programmes. Four
courses are offered, one for each semester in two years.
Programme specific Outcome:
The word Sahithyam (Literature) is defined by ancient scholars as
“Sahithasyabhaavahsahithyam”, which means ‘that which is beneficial is Sahithyam’. Purpose of
sahithya is the well-beingof the whole mankind. Literature teaches us how to live. It tells us
“Ramadivathvarthithavyam. Na tuRavaNadivath”. That means, one should live like Rama with
righteous conduct and not like Ravana who was in the clutches of six internal enemies.
Literature is the best medium to impart moral, ethical and social values to its readers.
Literature reflects contemporary society. The reader gets aware of his/her surroundings
to adapt to it and prosper. There is possibility to revolutionize the society by establishing Dharma
and uprooting Adharma through literature. An education expert William Delaney says “The
study of literature has civilizing effect on people. There is an extreme danger of education being
used primarily to turn out engineers, lawyers, doctors, accountants, business men and business
women and other professionals who are lacking in human feelings and who have been described
as educated barbarians” without literature.
At the end of his/her studies a student of literature is inspired to live like a true human
being with righteous conduct.
Course Outcomes:
Telugu language is one of the ancient languages and even today is spoken by 75
million people around the world. According to a recent survey by Center for Immigration
Studies, the most widely spoken foreign language in United States is Telugu next only to Hindi
in India. It is an official language in Andhra Pradesh, Telangana states and Yanamdistrict, which
is one of the union territories of Puducherry.
Compositions in Telugu language started from the eleventh century. In praise of Telugu
language Appayya Dikshitar, who was a native of Tamil Nadu has quoted thus,

“Andhrathvamandhrabhaashaa chanaalpasyatapsahaphalam”this means, taking birth in Andhra
and speaking Telugu language are the results of great penance. Rich literary wealth is present in
Telugu language. Even British rulers extended their help in preserving the literary wealth of
Telugu language. It is the responsibility of Telugu speaking people to protect and hand it over
safely to the posterity.
In this Institute students come from all Telugu speaking states. They are admitted for
various programs. Telugu is offered as second language at Undergraduate level, in the first two
years (i.e. four semesters). Great care is taken in the selection of units for different semesters.
Literary pieces, which have moral values and literary significance, are selected from
classical, medieval and modern literary works. This includes the poems and discourses of
Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba varu also, who taught human values to the humanity in the
present.

Paper code, Title of the paper and Credits:
CODE NO

TITLE OF THE PAPER

CREDITS

MODE OF
EVALUATION

MAX.
MARKS

SEMESTER- 1
UTEL-101

PROSE, POETRY, NON DETAILED
TEXT AND GENERAL
COMPOSITION
PROSE, POETRY, NON DETAILED
TEXT AND ESSAYS OF CREATIVE
TALENT
PROSE, POETRY AND DRAMA

4

IE1

100

4

IE1

100

4

IE1

100

PROSE, POETRY AND DRAMA

4

IE1

100

TOTAL

16

SEMESTER-2
UTEL-201
SEMESTER – 3
UTEL – 301
SEMESTER -4
UTEL-401

400

IE1 -- indicates Continuous Internal Evaluation (CIE) & End Semester Examination (ESE)
I -- indicates only CIE
E -- indicates only ESE T -Theory

Objectives:
All literary genres are introduced in the papers. So that it helps the students get
acquainted with many styles of Telugu writing and helps them to choose it as one of the major
subject in various competitive exams such as civils, APPSC etcand provide jobs in various fields.
It helps a student to become sensitive to the requirements of the society and responds to it in a
constructive way.
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